
Equifax Consumer Relations
PO BOX  740241
Atlanta,  GA  30374

Date:

RE:

This letter is to inform you that the above creditor is reporting me as being late in my
payments and is an error.  On this account  I have never been late with a payment.  I am
requesting a copy of thier proof, and their procedure for payment process.  If they fail to
provide this proof, then I expect to see this error removed and corrected.  This reporting
error is negatively affecting my credit rating.  As you are aware, failure to comply with
federal regulations by credit reporting agencies are in serious violation of the Fair Credit
Reporting Act and may be investigated by the FTC.

Please correct this error as soon as possible.  Please send me notification when it has been
corrected since it is negatively affecting my credit.

Thank you for your help,
Sincerely,

FORM  ID  IOLWO

Owner
Note
1'st line type your name2'nd line type SSN# then your Social Security number.After printing sign your name in the blank space above your typed name.

Owner
Note
Type your name and address

Owner
Note
Type the name of the Creditor along with account number that is reporting you as being late.
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This letter is to inform you that the above creditor is reporting me as being late in my payments and is an error.  On this account  I have never been late with a payment.  I am requesting a copy of thier proof, and their procedure for payment process.  If they fail to provide this proof, then I expect to see this error removed and corrected.  This reporting error is negatively affecting my credit rating.  As you are aware, failure to comply with federal regulations by credit reporting agencies are in serious violation of the Fair Credit Reporting Act and may be investigated by the FTC.
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